Fenesta Establishes Strategic Partnership with UAE's Inventure Metal Products Industries LLC to Elevate India's Facade Industry

New Delhi, 18th September, 2023: Fenesta, India's No.1 Windows and Doors Brand and a leading name in the Indian fenestration industry, has entered into a strategic technical collaboration with Inventure Metal Products Industries LLC, a renowned player providing complete solution for façade building in the construction industry in the United Arab Emirates (UAE).

The agreement marks a pivotal moment in Fenesta's pursuit of excellence in the Facade sector. Inventure brings to the table a rich legacy of 18 years in the Facades business, boasting a remarkable portfolio of over 2000 successfully completed projects. Their expertise has been sought after by prestigious builders, including Emaar, Shapoorji Pallonji, Miraj, Kingston, and more. Notably, Inventure specializes in delivering top-notch facade products for high rises, making them an invaluable collaborator.

This development ushers in a new era of expertise and innovation in the fenestration market. Under this agreement, Inventure will provide comprehensive technical knowhow encompassing facade design, manufacturing, and installation. In addition to knowledge transfer, Inventure will also provide technical training on critical aspects of Facade business to Fenesta officials. Together, the two forces are set on a mission to revolutionize the facade sector by offering cutting-edge solutions to their valued customers.

Speaking on the monumental and exciting partnership, Mr. Saket Jain, Business Head at Fenesta Building Systems, stated, "This collaboration with Inventure Metal Products Industries LLC represents a significant step forward for Fenesta in the facade business. Their vast experience and technical expertise will undoubtedly strengthen our capabilities in delivering exceptional facade solutions to our customers. We look forward to a successful partnership that will drive innovation and excellence in the industry."

Through this strategic collaboration with Inventure, Fenesta is poised to establish pioneering industry benchmarks and introduce inventive facade solutions tailored to the ever-changing requirements of the Indian construction landscape.

About Fenesta Building Systems:
Fenesta is India’s largest windows and doors brand and a part of the Rs.12,080 Cr conglomerate DCM Shriram Ltd. Its installations across more than 4,00,000 homes have already crossed the magical 4 million mark. Empowered with the knowledge of India’s extreme conditions, Fenesta has designed uPVC windows and doors that are able to withstand India's extreme climate also. After uPVC, Fenesta took another technological leap when it introduced its ultra-luxury Aluminium Windows and Doors and Solid Panel Doors. Headquartered in Gurgaon, Fenesta has more than 300 dealer showrooms and nine Signature Studios supporting its presence in more than 350 cities. With dynamic direct sales force, Fenesta has successfully expanded its reach internationally, penetrating markets in the Maldives, Kenya, Nepal, and Bhutan. Fenesta offers a complete customized end-to-end solution: survey, design, manufacture, delivery, installation and service to all its customers. The entire process is synchronized with the pace of each project. As a leader in the category, Fenesta takes pride in its ability to serve individual homes and large developers with equal ease.